Home Start School

September 19th-23rd
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Monday 9/19/2022 Lessons
Weekly Concepts Overview:
Letter: M
Phonological Awareness: Onset/rime (not rhyme)
Writing: Being Authors and Making Words
ELA: Johnny Appleseed
Math: More, Less, and 1-to-1 Correspondence
Phonics:
1. Introduce the letter Mm. Mm says /m/.
2. Practice “sky writing” the letter Mm. Make sure you are using the proper
letter formation.
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3. Ask, “Can you think of a word that starts with Mm?” Write down on
paper/in blue ELA journal as many words as you and your child can think of in
a circle map like shown.

monkey
moon
mom
Mm
mitten

mouse
money

me
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Phonological Awareness:
We will introduce onset and rime today. It is not important that your child
knows these words, just that they can isolate each of them. I will explain each
one for you.
Onset: The beginning sound of a word. The onset of “cat” is the sound /c/.
Rime: Any sounds that follow the onset to complete the word. The rime of
“cat” is /at/.
To be successful, we want a child to be able to hear the sounds /c/ …./at/ and
put them together to make cat. We also want them to be able to hear the
word cat and break it apart into /c/-/at/. This is hard and takes lots of
practice.
Let’s introduce this to your child!
1. Say, “Today we are going to be working with words! We want to be able to
hear two sounds and put them together to make a word. So, let’s try! Say
“/c/” with me. “/c/” Great! Now say “/at/.” Great!
2. Let’s put them together. “/c/…../at/……cat!”
3. Let’s try another one! “/d/ …. /og/. ” …… “Dog!”
4. Practice a few more by watching the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyRwuV0SPzA
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Writing: Authors!
1. Explain that you are so proud of your child and all their hard work being an
illustrator. They have gotten so good at drawing stories and have even
started adding labels!
2. Say, “Now, it is time to continue on our writing journey! We are ready to
become authors! Do you know what an author does? They write the words in
a book!”
3. We are going to talk a bit about how you as an author can write your
stories.
4. The first way is to tell our story using pictures like we have been. The
second way is to add labels. The third way is to begin to write words. The
fourth way is to write a sentence! It will take a lot of hard work, but we will
be writing sentences soon!! Today, let’s keep working hard on adding labels
to our stories.
5. Allow for independent “writing” time and encourage your child to add
labels. Remember, we are not worrying about spelling and your child may
just use one letter to label like m for mom.
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ELA: Johnny Appleseed
1. Explain that today we will be learning about a man named Johnny
Appleseed. Johnny Appleseed lived in the United States and traveled through
and planted apple trees in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and Kentucky.
Watch the Brainpop Jr on Johnny Appleseed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImadqhkB9yg&ab_channel=SierraFritsch
Math:
1. We will be using the academic vocabulary of more, less, and equal to
compare numbers within 5.
2. Show the Color More Paper and explain that more means there is a bigger
number of items.
3. Have your child color in the box that has more.
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Tuesday 9/20/2022 Lessons

Phonics:
1. Review the letter Mm by revisiting your circle map from yesterday.
2. Watch the letter Mm video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFMI-cV9sq8
Have your child sky write along with the video.
3. Throughout the day, try to find other words that start with Mm and add to the
circle map.
Phonological Awareness:
1. Continue to practice onset and rime by having your child put two sounds
together to make a word. Use the sounds /b/…./at/ (your child says bat),
/s/…./it/
/ch/……/ip/
/p/…/ot/
/pl/…/ane/
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Writing: ABC Chart
1. Download a free ABC chart like this one:
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Alphabet-and-LetterSounds-Charts-FREE-1755955?st=9e7a143e7a94bce34fcb81e946c8c203
Print out the ABC chart and hang it on the wall or have it available for your
child to see.
2. Explain, “We have been working hard on learning our letters. We also
have learned that words are many letters put together. We will keep
learning new letters, but I wanted to go ahead and show you our ABC chart.”
3. Continue with, “ We can use this chart to help us remember the sounds
the letters make and that can help us make WORDS!”
4. Look at the chart together and find the letters we have learned so far, T, B,
F, N and M. Show how the T has a turtle on it because turtle starts with T.
We can hear that turtle starts with the /t/ sounds. So, Tt must say /t/.
Continue to show how B has a ball. Ball starts with the /b/ sound so Bb says
/b/.
5. “While we are writing and labeling our stories, we can use this chart to
help us find the right letters to use!”
6. Allow for independent writing time. Encourage you child to use the ABC
chart to label a word. Maybe their story is about a dog. You would then
help them by showing how to look on the chart for the /d/ sound. Duck!
The letter they need must be Dd since dog and duck both start with the
same sound!
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ELA: Johnny Appleseed, Fiction and Non-fiction.
1. Read the book about Johnny Appleseed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AuotNxGoG8
2. Ask if this book was about a real person or made up? Explain that this book is
about a real person. John Chapman really lived!
Books that are about real things are call Non-Fiction books. The author wrote
them to teach us about real things!
3. Books that are about make-believe stories are called Fiction books. The author
usually wrote the book to entertain us.
4. Ask, “Can you think of any other non-fiction books we have? What about
fiction?”
Math: Less
1. Show the Color Less Paper and explain that less means there is a smaller
number of items.
3. Have your child color in the box that has less.
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Wednesday 9/21/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
1. Practice writing the letter Mm using the attached Letter M Practice
worksheet (attached to the post). Focus on proper letter formation. While
they form the letter, have them say the sound that Mm makes.
Phonological Awareness:
1. Continue to practice onset and rime by having your child put two sounds
together to make a word. Use the sounds /r/…./at/ (your child says rat),
/ch/…./op/
/sh/……/ip/
/fr/…/og/
/tr/…/uck/
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Writing:
1. Read the book, “The Alphabet Tree” or watch it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlul7iV9CvQ&ab_channel=JanaJackson
2. Explain, “Just like in this story, we are going to take the letters and put
them together to make words! We can then take those words together to
make sentences!
3. Write the sentence stem “I see the_______.” down on paper. Have your
child come up with a few words to fill in the sentence. Some words might be
cat, dog, pig. Think three letter consonant, vowel consonant (CVC) words.
See if your child can fill in the sentence stem. They may just get the first
letter and that is ok! Help then with the rest by using the alphabet chart.
4. Allow independent writing time. Once done, think of a simple sentence
they can add. “I see the_____” or “I like the____.” Work together to fill in
the sentence on their story.
ELA:
1. Today we will draw a picture of Johnny Appleseed.
2. This will be a directed draw so you will have a paper and your child will
have one. You will complete the steps together (on the next page) by
first you drawing it, then waiting while your child draws the step.
3. Color your picture once done.
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Math:
1. Practice one-to-one correspondence (counting each object once) by
completing the Count and Circle practice sheet. Your child will count the
objects and circle the matching numeral.
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Thursday 9/22/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
1. Complete the Color the Picture- M letter practice sheet. Have your child say
the name of the picture. If the word starts with Mm, color it!

Phonological Awareness:
1. Continue practicing onset and rime by watching the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8G9dGzq--U
Can your child put the sounds together before they say the word? Pause if
needed.
Break Time!
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Writing: Mistakes
1. Say, “Today I want to talk about something called mistakes. What’s a
mistake? Yes, a mistake is when we do something that isn’t perfect. It’s really
hard to be perfect or do something with no mistakes. We’re just learning
how to be authors, and there will be times we make mistakes. Even I make
mistakes!”
2. Continue with, “Today we’re going to work together and stretch some BIG
words. We might make mistakes but that is okay! We are still learning!”
3. Say the word “bat” and ask if your child can use the ABC chart to find the
sounds. This will be "invented spelling.” This is where your child does not
worry about the correct spelling. They are spelling based on the sounds they
hear. We want children to not be scared to tackle big words. Hopefully they
will write b-a-t, but if not maybe they can get b-t.
4. Continue with more challenging words-don’t focus on spelling! Butterfly
(may be spelled btfli), mommy (may be spelled mome), slide (may be spelled
slid)
5. Allow for independent writing time. Encourage your child to write words
or even a basic sentence. I can see the____. Let them know mistakes are ok!!
ELA:
1. Complete the sentence scramble. Cut out and mix up the words. Read each
word and see if your child can put them in order to make a sentence. Glue
once correct.
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Math:
1. Complete the Count and Write page. Have your child count the objects
and write the correct numeral.
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Friday 9/23/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
1. Play a game where you say a list of words and if they have the /m/
sound in them, have your child jump in the air (you can mix up the
motion). Map, sit, mice, from, pup, lunch, mint, plum

Phonological Awareness:
1. Complete the Onset Rime Practice sheet. Read the sounds making sure
to pause for a second between. Your child will put the sounds together
and find the picture that matches that word. Cut and paste.
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Writing:
1. Review what we have learned this week. “Wow! We learned so much this
week! We learned that we can be authors just like in our favorite books! We
learned how to find sounds for the letters using our ABC chart! We
reviewed how the letters join together to make words and then sentences!
And we now know it is ok to make mistakes and to keep trying! I am so
proud of you!”
2. Continue with. “Today, lets keep persevering (not giving up even when it
is tough!) and keep writing stories! What should you write about today?
Let’s visualize!”
3. Allow for independent writing time. Encourage details, labels, and maybe
a simple sentence. Use the ABC chart to help find sounds. Remember- don’t
focus on spelling, just sounds!

ELA And Math: Today, we will combine our ELA and Math time by doing a
math activity about Johnny Appleseed.
1. Print the Appleseed Graphing paper. Explain how to cut out the objects
to the side and place them next to the matching picture making a graph. A
graph is a way to see information more clearly. Have your child look at the
graph once complete. Ask “Which one had the most? Which one had the
least? Where any of them equal?” Have your child count and write the
numeral at the bottom.
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Color the box with MORE
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2.
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Color the box with LESS

☼ ☼ ☼

☼ ☼
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Mm
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Count the Objects and Circle the Amount

v

v

v
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Color the pictures that begin with the letter Mm.

color
©2016 Creation Castle LLC
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Name_____________________________
Trace.

See 5 apples on the
tree.

Cut and glue.

tree. See 5 apples on the
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Count and Write How Many!
Name: ________________________________

Date: _________________________

Bb COUNT AND WRITE HOW MANY (1-5)
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Blend the onset and rime. Then cut and paste the
picture that matches the word.

Blend the onset and rime. Then cut and paste the
c
at that
+picture
= matches the word.

cb

+

at
at

=

j
d

+

og
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=

rr

+

at
at

=

f
m

+
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=

hh

+
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at

=
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Name___________________

Cut
Glue
Count

Write how many
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